Strategic Minor
{acceptance by application only}

General Application Information
- Application opens April 1. Essay, résumé, and video interview required.
- Application evaluates GPA measures, prerequisite courses, and SAT/ACT scores.
- Repeated prerequisite courses are discounted .3 (No more than one repeat per class).
- Only one application is permitted per student; those interested in both the major and the minor should apply to their preferred program.
- Admittance to the Strategy minor requires dual clearance (Marriott School and a student’s major advisement center). We recommend students meet with their academic advisor before applying to assess whether the minor will fit their graduation plan. The Strategy minor requires three consecutive semesters and set core classes that have only one class offering.

For questions regarding the Strategy Minor, contact the Marriott School Advisement Center
460 TNRB | 801.422.4285 | msb_advisement@byu.edu

Before Applying
ACC 200 Principles of Accounting
FWSp 3.0
FIN 201 Principles of Finance
FWSp 3.0
ECON 110 Economic Principles and Problems
FWSpSu 3.0

All prerequisite courses must be completed before the application deadline.
[Transferred and repeated prerequisite courses are discounted .3 (e.g., A to A-) on the application.]

Apply
By last business day of June at 4:30 MDT
msm.byu.edu/apply

Minor Requirements
- STRAT 401 (BUS M 480) Strategy I
  F 3.0
- STRAT 402 (BUS M 486) Strategy Analytics
  F 3.0
- STRAT 411 (BUS M 481) Strategy II
  W 3.0
- STRAT 421 (BUS M 482) Strategy Implementation
  FW 3.0

Courses above must be taken in this sequence.

Other requirements, recommended to be taken before starting the minor:
- MATH 112 OR MATH 116 & 118
  ACT sub-score does not waive this requirement.
- STAT 121 Principles of Statistics
  FWSpSu 3.0